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1. Introduction
Remembering past events is a universal human experience. A
core part of our identity formation is rooted in the ability to
mentally travel back in time and re-experience past events.
Episodic memory (Tulving, 1972) refers to the unique feature of
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The structural and functional brain circuitries supporting episodic memory undergo profound
reorganization in childhood and old age. We propose a two-component framework that combines
and integrates evidence from child development and aging. It posits that episodicmemory builds on two
interacting components: (a) the strategic component, which refers to memory control operations, and
(b) the associative component, which refers to mechanisms that bind different features of a memory
episode into a compound representation. We hypothesize that: (a) children’s difﬁculties in episodic
memory primarily originate from low levels of strategic operations, and reﬂect the protracted
development of the prefrontal cortex (PFC); (b) deﬁcits in episodic memory performance among older
adults originate from impairments in both strategic and associative components, reﬂecting senescent
changes in the PFC and the medio-temporal lobes (MTL). Initial behavioral and neural evidence is
consistent with both hypotheses. The two-component framework highlights the speciﬁcities of episodic
memory in different age periods, helps to identify and dissociate its components, and contributes to
understanding the interplay among maturation, learning, and senescence.
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human memory as the conscious remembrance of events that are
situated in time and place. It follows that episodic memory, as a
form of explicit memory, involves the encoding, consolidation, as
well as retrieval of events (e.g., Underwood, 1969). Elements
belonging to the same event have to be bound and at the same time
separated from other features belonging to different events
(O’Reilly and Norman, 2002; Treisman, 1996; Zimmer et al.,
2006). Therefore, the ability to integrate the individual features of
an event into a distinctive and cohesive memory representation is
critical for the functioning of episodic memory.
Throughout the lifespan, episodic memory functions undergo
profound and continuous changes. In general, episodic memory
performance has been shown to increase rapidly during childhood
(Schneider and Pressley, 1997), and to decrease during adulthood
(Kausler, 1994), with accelerated decline in very old age (Singer et
al., 2003). At the same time, the structural and functional brain
circuitries supporting episodic memory also undergo profound
reorganization in childhood (Johnson, 2001; Nelson, 2001) and old
age (Buckner, 2004; Cabeza et al., 2004). It is important to point out
that researchersworking either in the ﬁeld of child development or
aging have initiated fruitful lines of research to better understand
how memory develops and changes within conﬁned age periods
(see reviews in Kausler, 1994; Schneider and Pressley, 1997).
However, remarkably little effort has been invested in directly
examining and integrating the mechanisms underlying memory
changes across the lifespan (but see Craik and Bialystok, 2006).
In this light, the present review, along with the framework we
propose herein, seeks to foster and integrate knowledge about the
differences, commonalities, and dependencies among themechan-
isms that regulate episodic memory development across the
various life periods. Furthermore, we aim to achieve a more
comprehensive understanding of the mutual dependencies
between neuronal and behavioral changes across the lifespan
(Baltes et al., 2006b; Craik and Bialystok, 2006; Lindenberger et al.,
2006).
The present review focused on the investigation of age-related
differences in episodic memory frommiddle childhood (beginning
at around six years of age) to old age. The reason for starting in
middle childhood is linked to the autonoetic (i.e., capacity for
mental time travel) and self-referential nature of episodic memory
(Wheeler et al., 1997). While important changes take place in
children’s memory before 6 years, the ability to remember events
as experiences emerges only after around this age (Perner and
Ruffman, 1995).
We propose a two-component framework of episodic memory
development that combines and integrates neuronal and beha-
vioral evidence. According to this framework, the ontogeny of
episodic memory builds on the interaction between two compo-
nents: (1) The strategic component, which refers to control
processes that aid and regulatememory functions at both encoding
and retrieval. These processes may include elaboration and
organization of memory content at encoding, and speciﬁcation,
veriﬁcation, monitoring, and evaluation of relevant information at
retrieval (e.g., Simons and Spiers, 2003). (2) The associative
component, on the other hand, refers to mechanisms of binding
together different features of the memory content into coherent
representations (Treisman, 1996; Zimmer et al., 2006).
In the following sections, we will unfold the theoretical
assumptions and empirical implications of the framework. We
begin by brieﬂy outlining some major behavioral ﬁndings
concerning episodic memory changes across child development
and aging. We then introduce the two-component framework of
episodic memory and the associated neural correlates in some
detail. Following this, we review the available evidence on age-
related differences in the neural correlates of strategic and
associative components. In the ﬁnal section, we propose three
possible lines of future research that can be derived from the two-
component framework. In doing so, we hope to demonstrate how
the proposed two-component framework of episodic memory,
which is grounded in general assumptions about lifespan changes
in cognition (Baltes et al., 2006b; Lindenberger et al., 2006),
accounts for existing ﬁndings, and, more importantly, leads to
novel predictions.
2. Lifespan differences in episodic memory: assembling
ﬁndings and concepts from research on child development and
aging
The following review selectively focuses on commonalities and
differences in ﬁndings on episodic memory across different age
periods. To facilitate this comparison, we proceed along four
general research themes that are common to both child develop-
mental and aging research.
First, differential patterns of age differences in memory have
been noted on the automatic/effortful dimension (cf. Schneider and
Shiffrin, 1977). Behavioral evidence indicates that mnemonic
abilities develop from childhood, through adolescence, and into
young adulthood (Schneider and Pressley, 1997). However, the
patterns of differences vary depending on task characteristics. A
general observation is that forms of memory requiring less
conscious control develop earlier than forms of memory that
require considerable degrees of strategy use (e.g., Gathercole,
1998). For example, experimental variations of retrieval conditions
reveal differential rates of progression, with smaller age differ-
ences being found in recognition memory than in cued or free
recall (e.g., Perlmutter and Lange, 1978). Similarly,memory change
during adulthood can be organized along the automatic/effortful
dimension. Older adults show poorer performance than younger
adults on explicit memory tasks, with the difference in perfor-
mance being largest in free recall, followed by cued recall and
recognition (e.g., Craik and McDowd, 1987). These ﬁndings are
consistent with the effortful/automatic distinction, as recall
generally requires more self-initiated processing, thereby putting
higher demands on strategy use and cognitive control compared to
recognition. They also ﬁt the distinction between ‘‘environmental
support’’ versus ‘‘self-initiated activities’’ proposed by Craik
(1986), which accounts for the beneﬁts that older adults derive
from retrieval cues and paradigms such as recognition memory
relative to free recall. The basic idea is that older adults are less
capable of self-initiating appropriate retrieval processes, but can
organize and execute such processes when supported by adequate
input from the external context.
Second, both younger children and older adults have been
shown to encounter difﬁculties in source monitoring relative to
younger adults. Source monitoring refers to the ability to specify
contextual information surroundingmemory traces (Johnson et al.,
1993). For example, children below the age of 6 years seem to have
difﬁculties in judging whether they performed or imagined an
action (Foley and Johnson, 1985; Lindsay et al., 1991). Accordingly,
several researchers proposed that preschoolers (3–5-year-olds) are
more susceptible to false suggestions in eyewitness testimony
because they easily confuse the sources of events (Ackil and
Zaragoza, 1995; Poole and Lindsay, 1995). At the other end of the
lifespan, older adults also show pronounced difﬁculties in memory
for context (Spencer and Raz, 1995). Furthermore, it has been
suggested that age-related deﬁcits in sourcememory, and episodic
memory in general, involve failures to adequately associate target
items with other items, or target items with their contexts (see
review in Old and Naveh-Benjamin, 2008), an observation termed
the associative deﬁcit hypothesis (Naveh-Benjamin, 2000).
The third common theme refers to the differential reliance on
familiarity and recollection retrieval processes across the lifespan.
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According to the dual-process account (Yonelinas, 2002), remem-
bering past events can be based on retrieval accompanied by
speciﬁc contextual details (i.e., recollection) or on the feeling of
knowing that an event is old or new without necessarily
recollecting speciﬁc details (i.e., familiarity). Despite difﬁculties
faced by developmental researchers to study mental experiences
in children, emerging evidence suggests that the development of
recollection extends into adolescence, whereas familiaritymatures
earlier during childhood (e.g., Brainerd and Reyna, 2004; Ghetti
and Angelini, 2008). At the other end of the lifespan, older adults
have been found to rely more on familiarity processes during
retrieval as they face difﬁculties in recollecting details of memory
episodes (Healy et al., 2005; Jacoby and Hay, 1998).
Finally, the fourth common research theme refers to changes in
the organization of memory representations in childhood and old age
(Craik and Bialystok, 2006). Representational systems are postu-
lated to be hierarchically organized, ranging from speciﬁc episodic
instances to general, context-free concepts (Craik and Lockhart,
1972). According to Craik and Bialystok (2006), access to the
different levels develops asymmetrically over the lifespan. During
development, children have good access to the lower-level
episodic instances and gradually build concepts at the higher
levels. Older adults, on the other hand, retain access to higher
conceptual levels but progressively lose access to the lower levels,
such as the details ofmemory episodes. In a similar vein, the fuzzy-
trace theory by Brainerd and Reyna (1990) posits that memory
representations can be aligned on a continuum ranging from
literal, verbatim traces (corresponding to representations con-
strained to the surface form of memory content) to fuzzy, gist-like
traces (corresponding to generalized representations including
semantic meaning of memory content). In terms of developmental
differences, during the preschool and early elementary-school-
years an initial improvement in verbatim memory can be noted.
Gist memory, on the other hand, tends to lag behind in
development. Overall, children experience a shift from relying
on context-speciﬁc to gist-like representations over developmen-
tal periods (Brainerd and Reyna, 2004). The higher interference
susceptibility of verbatim traces may thereby contribute to lower
memory performance in younger children. In connection to the
developmental progression of familiarity/recollection, fuzzy-trace
theory posits that true recollective experiences are by-products of
the retrieval of verbatim traces (Brainerd et al., 1999). Therefore,
recollection, in parallel to accessibility to verbatim trace, increases
with age (Brainerd and Reyna, 2004; Paz-Alonso et al., 2008).
At the other end of the lifespan, older adults tend to retain good
access to high-level conceptual representations, as demonstrated
by the prolonged maintenance and potential for growth of skills
that are highly dependent on biographically acquired bodies of
knowledge (Lindenberger, 2001). At the same time, their access to
the details of speciﬁc memory episodes is deteriorating, in line
with general impairments in ﬂuid abilities. As a consequence, older
adults are more likely to rely on semantic gist than younger adults.
For instance, older adults show a more pronounced increase than
younger adults in the erroneous retrieval of lures after studying
semantically related items in the encoding list (i.e., the Deese-
Roediger-McDermott paradigm; Norman and Schacter, 1997).
Taken together, despite a lack of integration across child
developmental and aging research, we note some similarities
among research themes pursued in the two ﬁelds. To some extent,
children and older adults may exhibit similar behavioral patterns,
especially along the automatic/effortful dimension, in that both
age groups have difﬁculties in effectively engaging in memory
control processes. In addition, both younger children and older
adults have difﬁculty in monitoring the source of a memory event.
However, this ability develops relatively quickly during childhood;
children beyond preschool age no longer show pronounced source
monitoring difﬁculties in comparison to young adults. In terms of
memory retrieval, both younger children and older adults tend to
rely more on familiarity processes. However, they differ in the
creation of memory representations, such that younger children
tend to create verbatim traces that are more susceptible to
interference, while older adults tend to createmore gist-like traces
that may be more susceptible to pronounced intrusion errors.
3. Two-component framework of episodic memory:
dissociating associative and strategic aspects
In the following, we suggest a two-component framework for
the study of episodic memory that attempts to bridge the gap
between research on childhood and research on aging. The
distinction between associative and strategic components of
episodic memory is at the core of this framework. In our view,
many age-related changes in memory across the lifespan can be
conceptualized as reﬂecting changes in one or both of the
components as well as in their interactions.
The two-component framework proposed here is by nomeans a
radical departure from existing theories of episodic memory.
Rather, it contains threads of established conceptions of episodic
memory, especially those that distinguish between associative-
binding and strategic-control components and their neural
correlates (Eichenbaum, 2002; Moscovitch, 1992; O’Reilly and
Norman, 2002; Prull et al., 2000; Simons and Spiers, 2003). What
we see as a novel contribution of our framework is to link these
conceptions to a lifespan perspective, with, as we hope, mutual
beneﬁts for the understanding of lifespan development and the
functioning of episodic memory (Brehmer et al., 2007; Shing et al.,
2008; Werkle-Bergner et al., 2006).
3.1. Differential behavioral expressions of associative and strategic
components
The associative component of episodic memory refers to
mechanisms during encoding, storage, and retrieval that bind
different aspects of an event into a cohesive memory episode
(Treisman, 1996; Zimmer et al., 2006). Binding mechanisms can
operate either among different features of a given memory item
(e.g., Chalfonte and Johnson, 1996), between different memory
items (e.g., Naveh-Benjamin, 2000), or between a given memory
episode and its context (e.g., Spencer and Raz, 1995). Therefore,
binding mechanisms refer to a set of cognitive processes that
associate features within amemory trace or severalmemory traces
among each other (Zimmer et al., 2006). Furthermore, mechanisms
of association formation, consolidation, and retrieval exist at
different ‘‘levels of binding’’, ranging from perceptual-feature
binding to the formation of higher-order memory, concepts, and
ideas (Murre et al., 2006).
Alongside the associative component, the strategic component
contributes to memory functions through cognitive control
operations that support the encoding of discrete memory traces,
and the subsequent strategic search, retrieval, and evaluation of
stored representations (Rugg and Wilding, 2000; Simons and
Spiers, 2003). Strategic encoding may involve organization and
elaboration of the memory features, presumably by making use of
one’s existing semantic knowledge to incorporate speciﬁc rela-
tional aspects between them. At retrieval, dependent on the task at
hand, internally generated or externally provided retrieval cues
may be speciﬁed and used to strategically search among stored
representations. During retrieval of a memory representation, it
needs to be monitored and veriﬁed before a mnemonic decision
can be made. At the same time, given the vast amount of
information available in memory, momentarily competing, irre-
levant memory traces can be co-activated; this calls for controlled
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processes to resolve the conﬂict. In contrast to the associative
component that is employed relatively automatically, strategic
processes appear effortful and may be self-activated sponta-
neously, or elicited by instruction. This notion of strategic activity
is reminiscent of the levels-of-processing theory (cf. Craik and
Lockhart, 1972), as both accounts postulate that successful
encoding and retrieval are facilitated by ‘self-initiated processing.’
3.2. Distinct, but interdependent neural correlates of associative and
strategic components
Early neuronally informed models of episodic memory (e.g.,
Moscovitch, 1992) postulated that the strategic component
depends primarily on the frontal cortex, whereas the associative
component reliesmostly on themedial temporal region (especially
the hippocampus). This distinction has gained empirical support in
recent years, as numerous studies, including case studies with
amnesic patients and animal models, indicate that the medial
temporal lobe (MTL) and the prefrontal cortex (PFC) contribute to
memory in critical and separable ways (Simons and Spiers, 2003;
Werkle-Bergner et al., 2006).
Reviews of animal models and human brain-lesion studies
suggest that the hippocampal formation and associated structures
contribute to the formation andmaintenance of memories (Squire,
2004), and particularly to the establishment of associations
between episodic features in memory, that is, binding (Cohen
and Eichenbaum, 1993; Davachi and Wagner, 2002). Recent
evidence from the neuroimaging literature has provided further
speciﬁcation of how distinct MTL regions contribute differentially
to episodic memory formation. In particular, subsequent memory
studies have demonstrated that the magnitude of activation in the
hippocampus during encoding is critically associated with later
objective and subjective indices of relational memory (see review
inDavachi, 2006).While the hippocampus is clearly involved in the
acquisition of new relational information, its particular role in the
retrieval of past memories, especially remotememory, is less clear.
For recent memory, the hippocampus is thought to be involved in
the reinstatement of memory representations during retrieval. In
particular, neuroimaging and animal studies support the hypoth-
esis that familiarity and recollection rely on the hippocampus and
parahippocampal region (e.g., perirhinal cortex), respectively (see
Aggleton and Brown, 2006). For remote memory, the involvement
of hippocampus is under debate. Current accounts of memory
consolidation, such as the multiple-trace theory, suggest that the
hippocampus is needed to re-experience detailed episodic
memories no matter how old they are (e.g., Moscovitch et al.,
2006). The standard consolidation model, on the other hand,
suggests a prolonged process of consolidation in which the
contribution of the hippocampus diminishes as consolidation
proceeds, until the neocortex and other structures are ready to
sustain the permanent memory trace (see review in Dudai, 2004).
Supporting evidence has been reported for both models. Current
conceptions speculate that the hippocampus may speciﬁcally be
involved in retrieval of certain types of remote memories (e.g.,
vivid autobiographical memory), whereas newmemory traces that
get quickly independent of the hippocampus may be more easily
integrated in an existing knowledge network or schema (see
Fernandez and Tendolkar, 2009).
Compared to the early interest in theMTL, the importance of the
frontal lobe regions for memory processes has been appreciated
only recently. In an important early functional neuroimaging
study, Fletcher et al. (1998) tested the hypothesis that activations
within the left PFC reﬂect organizational processes necessary for
optimal memory encoding. Participants were asked to study word
lists that consisted of categorically related words. According to the
encoding instruction, the word lists varied in the degree of
organization the participants were required to perform in order to
facilitate encoding. Results showed that the condition in which
wordswere already organized produced the least degree of left PFC
activity, whereas the condition that required participants to self-
generate an organizational structure was associated with the
highest activity in this region. Together with converging results
from other studies, this ﬁnding revealed that the episodic memory
system includes neocortical regions. In general, the PFC, particu-
larly the lateral regions, serves strategic/cognitive control func-
tions that are necessary for the creation of durable memory
representations through organization and elaboration of the
relevant stimuli (e.g., Cabeza and Nyberg, 2000; Kramer et al.,
2005; Rajah and D’Esposito, 2005). In terms of retrieval, it is widely
accepted that the PFC plays a key role in controlling episodic
retrieval in general and resolving interference in particular (see
review in Fletcher and Henson, 2001). The PFC has been shown to
be activated by various component processes of retrieval control,
including retrieval orientation, retrieval effort, and post-retrieval
monitoring (e.g., Badre and Wagner, 2007; Rugg and Wilding,
2000). Dorsolateral PFC has been implicated in post-retrieval
monitoring such as veriﬁcation, monitoring, and evaluations of
representations (e.g., Achim and Lepage, 2005). Ventrolateral PFC,
on the other hand, seems to be involved in the strategic search of
stored representations, maintenance of retrieved information, and
selection of a speciﬁc memory among competing ones (Badre and
Wagner, 2007).
Taken together, the ability to encode and retrieve episodic
associations relies on a distributed functional network between
MTL/hippocampal memory mechanisms (primarily for relational/
binding processes) and PFC-mediated cognitive control processes
(primarily for strategic encoding and controlled retrieval pro-
cesses). However, the story does not end here, as a clear separation
of associative and strategic components would not do justice to
their interdependence, neither at the cognitive nor at the neural
level of analysis. The neural networks for episodic memory are
distributed across multiple brain regions, both at encoding (Otten
and Rugg, 2001) and at retrieval (Buckner and Wheeler, 2001;
Paller and Wagner, 2002). Analyses of neuroanatomical connec-
tions (e.g., Warrington and Weiskrantz, 1982) and functional
connectivity point towards intricate interactions between PFC and
MTL regions during encoding and retrieval (e.g., McIntosh et al.,
1997). Furthermore, the PFC utilizes a wide range of learned
associations to serve as control signals for the guidance of the
dynamic ﬂow of neural activity in response to different task
demands (Miller and Cohen, 2001). In other words, on the one
hand, the very processes supporting the strategic aspect of episodic
memory may involve learned associations; and on the other hand,
learned associations are likely to be more durable and distinctive
when optimal strategic control is called into service.
In sum, the associative and strategic components are inter-
dependent at neuronal and functional levels, posing a challenge for
empirical dissociation. In this situation, a lifespan approach to the
study of memory may help to disentangle the relative contribu-
tions of associative and strategic components as the two
components change at different rates across life periods.
4. Towards a two-component framework for studying the
lifespan development of episodic memory
We propose that the two components contribute to the lifespan
trajectory of episodic memory functioning in dissociable ways. At
the neural level, brain regions supporting memory functioning
undergo substantial alterations across the lifespan (e.g., Buckner,
2004; Nelson, 2001). In the following, we will ﬁrst assemble and
integrate existing evidence on age differences in the neural
correlates supporting the associative and the strategic components
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of episodic memory, introduce two propositions that capture the
hypothesized dissociation in the age trajectories of the two
components, and ﬁnally present a recent study that aimed at a
direct empirical test of this dissociation.
4.1. Differential developmental trajectories of PFC and MTL regions
In terms of brain development, anatomical and post-mortem
studies show that the PFC in general, and its dorsolateral regions in
particular, undergo profound maturational changes well into
adolescence, while MTL regions mature at faster rates (e.g., Gogtay
et al., 2006; Sowell et al., 2003). At the functional level, event-
related potential (ERP) and functionalmagnetic resonance imaging
(fMRI) studies support an association between the slower
development of memory for context and details and the prolonged
maturation of PFC networks (e.g., Cycowicz et al., 2001, 2003; Ofen
et al., 2007). Thus, existing evidence suggests that the development
of episodic memory functions is paralleled by an age-related
increase in PFC integrity, whereas memory-related MTL function-
ing remains relatively constant across middle childhood.
With respect to brain aging, prefrontal regions show linear
declines in cortical volume beginning in the mid-20s (Raz et al.,
2005; Sowell et al., 2003). The frontal-lobe hypothesis of cognitive
aging suggests that many age-related changes in cognition,
including episodic memory, reﬂect, to a large extent, senescent
structural and neurochemical changes of the frontal lobes (Buckner,
2004; West, 1996). In older adults, episodic memory function has
been associated with increased bilaterality in PFC activation,
sometimes resulting from increases in activation of the nondomi-
nanthemisphere, or reducedactivation in thedominanthemisphere
that is usually activated by the younger adults (see reviews in
Cabeza, 2002; Park and Gutchess, 2005). At the same time,
accelerated patterns of decline are also observed in theMTL regions,
with a marked decline observed in the hippocampus and the
entorhinal cortex (e.g., Raz et al., 2004, 2005). Functionally, age-
associated impairments in these regions (the hippocampus parti-
cularly) have been linked to older adults’ difﬁculties in forming new
associations in workingmemory (Mitchell et al., 2000) and episodic
memory (Daselaar et al., 2003; Grady et al., 2003), and in separating
new associations from existing memory traces stored in long-term
memory (e.g., Daselaar et al., 2006; Wilson et al., 2006).
Interestingly, a recent multivariate study (Raz et al., 2005)
examining individual differences in rates of volume shrinkage has
reported a strong correlation between volume losses in the
hippocampus and losses in the white matter of the PFC, indicating
that adults whose hippocampus shrinks more than average also
tend to lose more white matter in the PFC (reliability-adjusted
correlation, r = .70, p < .0001). This ﬁnding suggests that senescent
changes in the PFC and theMTL are interdependent andmay affect
the functioning of the strategic and associative components in a
coordinated rather than orthogonal manner.
4.2. Lifespan changes in episodic memory: two propositions based on
the two-component framework
Based on the preceding behavioral and neural evidence on
developmental changes in episodic memory functioning from
childhood to old age, we now are in a position to formulate two
propositions regarding its ontogeny. In terms of the two-
component framework, the ﬁrst proposition refers to the
associative, and the second to the strategic component of episodic
memory.
Proposition 1. The associative component of episodic memory
matures in middle childhood, and undergoes senescent decline in late
adulthood and old age.
Proposition 2. The strategic component of episodic memory matures
later, in approaching adolescence and young adulthood, and under-
goes senescent decline in late adulthood and old age.
In combination, the two propositions result in the prediction of
a lifespan dissociation between associative and strategic compo-
nents: Whereas the development of the strategic component trails
behind the associative component in childhood, resulting in a clear
lead-lag relation between the two components, both associative
and strategic components decline in old age.
The results of a study on working memory by Cowan et al.
(2006) support the lifespan dissociation within the associative
component detailed by our ﬁrst proposition. In a change-detection
paradigm (Luck andVogel, 1997), participantswere asked to detect
changes in either single features (different color of a square
stimulus), or in feature conjunctions (different color and location),
the latter requiring more binding-related processing. Older adults
often failed to notice the feature-conjunction change, especially
when single-feature and feature-conjunction trials were inter-
mixed. The two child groups (aged 8–10 and 11–12 years) showed
lower performance levels than younger adults on both kinds of
trials. The age difference on the feature-conjunction trials was,
however, not as disproportionately large as in the group of older
adults. This ﬁnding lends additional support to the notion that the
associative component of memory performance is relatively
mature by middle childhood (see also Sluzenski et al., 2006),
but undergoes substantial decline with aging.
Turning to the strategic component, direct lifespan compar-
isons are scarce (but see Shing et al., 2008, reported in detail
below). In children, strategic encoding behavior in memory has
been studied in sort-recall paradigms with lists of semantically-
related pictures. Numerous studies have shown that memory
strategies assessed in this manner develop rapidly throughout the
elementary-school years (for a review, see Schneider and Pressley,
1997). High-level organizational strategies are typically not
observed in children younger than six years of age, even after
explicit instruction. Later kindergarten and early-grade school-
children still do not spontaneously display strategic organizational
behavior, but the reluctance to engage in strategic behavior can be
overcome through instruction. During later elementary school
years, children begin to display strategic behavior without being
prompted to do so, and may go through a transitional phase in
which they do not beneﬁt immediately from its use. In summary,
this line of research suggests that the full range of memory-related
strategic behaviors is not mastered before the end of the
elementary school years (Schneider and Pressley, 1997). In parallel
to changes in strategic encoding behavior, various cognitive
control processes undergo extended improvements with devel-
opment and may contribute to progress in memory retrieval
functions. These processes include the ability to inhibit attention to
irrelevant stimuli, to remember the task stimulus set, and make
selections in line with current goals, and to maintain and
manipulate information in working memory (e.g., Crone et al.,
2006; Davidson et al., 2006).
At the other end of the lifespan, older adults appear to engage in
memory-relevant strategic processes less efﬁciently than younger
adults (Dunlosky and Hertzog, 1998; Dunlosky et al., 2005;
Kausler, 1994). Recent evidence indicates that strategic impair-
ments are not conﬁned to encoding. For instance, Naveh-Benjamin
et al. (2007) showed that instructions to use appropriate strategies
during encoding and retrieval led to a reduction of associative
deﬁcits in older adults relative to younger adults, more so than
instructions restricted to encoding alone. In terms of self-reported
strategy use, Dunlosky et al. (2005) found that aging-related
deﬁcits are substantial for the recall of mediators (e.g., images or
sentences generated at encoding), small for decoding mediators
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when recalled, and absent for producing mediators in the ﬁrst
place. Hence, older adults seem to have difﬁculties in engaging in
effective strategic processes both at encoding and retrieval. Taken
together, our postulation of lifespan changes in the strategic
component of episodic memory is in agreement with the emphasis
that Craik and Bialystok (2006) placed on cognitive control as a
mechanism of change throughout the lifespan.
4.3. Initial empirical evidence in support of the two-component
framework
The available evidence presented so far appears to be consistent
with the lifespan dissociation of associative and strategic
components predicted by the two-component framework. How-
ever, the two propositions were not yet tested directly in a lifespan
sample within the same experiment. To overcome this, Shing et al.
(2008) recently conducted a lifespan study that systematically
varied the demands on associative and strategic components with
an associative recognition memory task in a within-person
repeated-measures design. Participants were presented with a
list of word pairs, and were subsequently tested for their memory
of either the single words (item recognition test), or the
associations between the word pairs. The demands on the
associative component were manipulated by using word pairs
with (a) low and (b) high associative strength (i.e., German-
German ‘‘GG’’ vs. German-Malay ‘‘GM’’ word pairs), and the
demands on strategic component were manipulated by study
instructions that emphasized (a) incidental item encoding, (b)
intentional pair encoding, and (c) elaborative strategic encoding. A
practice-based follow-up study for the GM condition was also
conducted to induce further improvements in participants’
performance in this condition.
The main ﬁndings were consistent with the two-component
framework (see Fig. 1). First, in comparison to children, older
adults initially performed slightly better in item- and pair-
instruction sessions. This may have reﬂected older adults’ ability
to make use of their larger repertoire of knowledge and semantic
memory acquired from life experience. However, children showed
a higher performance gain from strategy instructions for the GG
condition and also from practice for the GM condition. Thus,
children improved more than older adults in forming associations
between memory items when provided with a combination of
instruction in a strategy tool and task-relevant practice, demon-
strating their latent potential for associative binding. Older adults,
in contrast, did not beneﬁt as much as the children from
instruction and practice in the mnemonic strategy. Their
performance gain was especially small in the high associative-
demand GM condition, supporting the hypothesis that older adults
face an additional deﬁcit in associative binding (see also Brehmer
et al., 2007).
Teenagers and younger adults, who are supposedly close to
their lifespan peaks in both the associative and the strategic
component, showed earlier improvements in performance than
children and older adults did. For instance, in the GG condition,
they already started improvingwhen asked to study theword pairs
intentionally but before being told what strategy to use. This led to
a magniﬁcation of age differences in performance after pair-
encoding instructions between the ‘‘middle’’ lifespan age groups
(i.e., teenagers and younger adults) and the extreme lifespan age
groups (i.e., children and older adults). This ﬁnding parallels the
notion that aging, in comparison to young adulthood, is associated
with a decline in the ability to organize and execute self-initiated
processing, probably due to a decreased efﬁciency of the strategic
component. The same notion can be extended to child develop-
ment, complementing the strategy deﬁciency literature. For the
GM condition, there were differential patterns of change between
the two age groups, such that younger adults showed improve-
ments in performance mainly after strategy instruction, whereas
teenagers showed improvement only after extensive practice. This
might have been due to the high difﬁculty of the GM condition in
the sense that even the high performing younger adults were
unable to come up with an efﬁcient strategy on their own. When
provided with a strategy, younger adults apparently were
immediately able to apply it as an aid for memory encoding.
Teenagers, on the other hand, needed more extensive practice on
putting the strategy to use. The close similarity in performance
change between teenagers and younger adults in the GG condition
partly supported the hypothesis that the strategic component is
relatively mature in adolescence, corresponding to the burst in
prefrontal cortex development after puberty (Sowell et al., 2003).
However, in the more challenging GM condition, the difference
between teenagers and younger adults revealed that the strategic
Fig. 1. Empirical support for the two-component framework of episodic memory development across the lifespan. In twomulti-session experiments, memory for word pairs
was probedwith a recognition paradigm. Panel A displays data for the associatively less demanding German-German condition, Panel B for the associativelymore demanding
German-Malay condition. The strategic componentwasmanipulated by instruction and subsequent practice.Memory performance refers to rate of correctly recognized pairs
(hits) minus rate of erroneously recognized lure pairs (false alarms). Here, the lure pairs consist of words that had been separately presented during encoding. Adapted from
Shing et al. (2008).
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component continues to undergo protracted development until
adulthood.
5. Directions for future research
The review above demonstrated that behavioral, neuroanato-
mical, and neurofunctional evidence supports the premise that
episodic memory functioning requires the interactive operation of
associative and strategic components, and that the two compo-
nents of episodic memory follow different lifespan trajectories,
leading to predictable patterns of age-related differences in
episodic memory performance. However, the exact nature in
which the components of the MTL-PFC network develop through-
out the lifespan and how they interact to support memory
functioning remains unclear.
Amajor task for future research is to comprehensively chart the
ontogeny of the two components, testing and reﬁning the guiding
propositions of the framework. For the age periods of childhood
and adolescence, the hypothesized lead–lag relation between the
two components, with the strategic component trailing behind the
associative component, has received some consistent support at
both the behavioral and the neural level of analysis (e.g., Brehmer
et al., 2007; Shing et al., 2008; Ofen et al., 2007). Turning to the
other end of the human lifespan, it is not known at this point
whether (a) declines in the strategic component precede declines
in the associative component, or vice versa; and whether (b)
declines in the associative component are as normative as declines
in the strategic component, or foreshadow, to some degree at least,
the later onset of dementia (cf. Ba¨ckman et al., 2005; Buckner,
2004).
Furthermore, just as cognitive control does not refer to a unitary
process, memory-related strategic processes (at encoding and
retrieval) likely follow somewhat different developmental trajec-
tories. Depending on the speciﬁc control demands of the task at
hand, performance may become fully functional at earlier (i.e., late
adolescence) or later (i.e., young adulthood) time points in the
course of ontogeny. Compared to older adults, themanifestation of
deﬁciency in the strategic component may also take different
forms in childhood. In the Shing et al. (2008) study described
above, a pronounced lifespan dissociation in the error patterns was
revealed when the hit and false alarm rates were inspected
separately. Compared to children and younger adults, older adults
consistently showed greater difﬁculties in rejecting rearranged
pairs that were made of studied words taken from different word
pairs at encoding. Furthermore, a comparison of effect sizes
suggests that the age differences in false-alarm rates for rearranged
pairs were especially pronounced in the GM condition.
Children, on the other hand,mainly showed lower hit rates than
younger and older adults in both the GG and GM conditions before
strategy instruction. However, in contrast to older adults’ tendency
for false alarms, this age difference was eliminated after strategy
instruction and practice, again reﬂecting children’s latent potential
in associative binding after initial strategic deﬁciencies have been
overcome. Taken together, the lifespan comparisons suggest that
the nature of memory difﬁculties children have is different from
those of older adults. As rejecting the rearranged pairs puts
particularly high demands on controlled processing during
retrieval to overcome response tendencies triggered by familiarity
signals, older adults’ high false-alarm rate may have resulted from
a reduction in distinctiveness of memory traces stemmed from
deﬁciency in the associative component in combination with less
efﬁcient strategic control at retrieval. This is why the inclusion of
older adults helps to elucidate the particular characteristics of
episodic memory in children, and vice versa. In addition, the goal
for future research is to move the level of explanation from
components to mechanisms, including a better understanding of
speciﬁc associative and strategic processes and their lifespan
developmental trajectories.
Finally, in this review, we focused on young and old adulthood
and said little about middle adulthood, primarily because most
large-scale longitudinal investigations suggest that episodic
memory decrements before age 60 are relatively small (e.g.,
Ro¨nnlund et al., 2005; Schaie, 1996). However, this does not rule
out that relevant neural changes take place before behavioral
changes become evident. For instance, even though senescence
may take a greater and earlier toll on the strategic than on the
associative component, this physiological loss may not manifest
itself in behavior for quite some time because prefrontal regions
may offer more room for compensatory reorganization than MTL
structures. The inclusion of middle age in neuroimaging studies
can potentially provide an estimate of whether the functional
brain changes that are evident in older adults can already be
tracked in younger ages. It is worth noting that physiological
changes in relevant brain structures, as observed by Raz et al.
(2005), often seem to be gradual and discernible in early and
middle adulthood, whereas behavioral changes are more curvi-
linear, or threshold-like in shape, and tend to commence at later
ages (e.g., de Frias et al., 2007; Ro¨nnlund et al., 2005). Longitudinal
investigations that combine neural and behavioral levels of
analysis will help to determine whether there is a shift in brain
activity between childhood and old age despite behavioral
stability, whether differences in brain activity accelerate with
increasing age and coincide with memory decline in old age, or
both.
To add further complexity to the issue, the interactions within
the MTL–PFC network differ between memory formation and
memory retrieval, and these memory modes are rarely fully
separated, as encoding also elicits retrieval, and vice versa. With
new lines of evidence emerging from developmental, aging, and
brain imaging studies, future research that combines insights from
these domains of inquiry may contribute to attaining a more
comprehensive picture of episodic memory functioning. In the last
section, we identify three main lines of inquiry that may move
research closer towards this goal.
5.1. Encoding differences in children and older adults
Based on the two-component framework, we suggest that
extensive periods of memory development during middle child-
hood can be characterized as primarily reﬂecting changes in frontal
areas and their interactions with MTL areas. Along these lines,
initial attempts have been made to delineate how the late
maturation of the PFC (but not MTL) alters the brain activation
patterns representing effective encoding (Ofen et al., 2007). An
important issue to pursue is to derive a better understanding of the
exact functions of increasing PFC activation, and to examine the
extent to which PFC engagement can be facilitated by explicit
instructions and training. It has been shown that children possess
greater potential than older adults for improving episodic memory
performance through strategy training and subsequent practice
(Brehmer et al., 2007; Shing et al., 2008). Based on the two-
componentmodel, and in linewith the ﬁndings reported byOfen et
al. (2007), we predict that improvements in episodic memory
performance induced by strategy training are accompanied by
enhanced activation in PFC regions in general, and stronger
connectivity between PFC and MTL in particular. The effects of
training may also be more durable in children than in older adults
because task-induced PFC activation and PFC maturation support
each other. Behavioral evidence on lifespan age differences in
maintenance of skilled memory performance over a period of 11
months support this prediction (Brehmer et al., 2008), but relevant
imaging evidence has not yet been obtained.
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The aging ﬁeld has gathered relatively extensive information
about how memory encoding changes in old age. With respect to
medio-temporal structures, Wilson et al. (2006) postulated that
age-related memory impairments may emerge from the failure to
encode new contexts in ways that are sufﬁciently distinct from
already-stored memories (see also Li et al., 2005). Speciﬁcally, in
the aged hippocampus, the dentate gyrus may be deﬁcient in
resolving and separating new input patterns, coupled with the
auto-associative ﬁbers of layer CA3 being overly entrenched in
pattern completion. Together, these speciﬁc alterations may result
in weakened processing of new information and over-strengthen-
ing of previously stored patterns. Therefore, encoding processes in
older adults may rely too heavily on the integration of new
information with the abundant number of stored patterns. These
conjectures remain to be validated in human research.
Interestingly, the age-related reduction in activity observed in
posterior areas of the brain is often coupled with increased frontal
activity (Davis et al., 2008). For example, using event-related fMRI to
investigate age differences in subsequent memory for pictures,
Gutchess et al. (2005) observed reduced activity in bilateral MTL
regions but greater subsequent memory effects in bilateral PFC
regions for older than for younger adults (see also Morcom et al.,
2003). Grady et al. (2003) examined the functional connectivity of
the hippocampus during encoding of words and objects in younger
and older adults. In younger adults, connectivity among hippo-
campus, ventral PFC, and visual cortices during encoding supported
subsequent recognition, while in older adults, connectivity among
hippocampus, dorsolateral PFC, and parietal regions supported
memory. Increasedactivationmay indicate a failure toappropriately
engage specialized regions, reﬂecting dedifferentiation in proces-
sing (Lindenberger and Baltes, 1997; Logan et al., 2002). Alter-
natively, as suggested by Cabeza (2002), additional PFC activation in
older adults, assumed to indicate additional strategic effort, may
reﬂect attempts to compensate for deﬁcientMTL activation. In other
words, older adults show a shift in cognitive resources, from more
perceptually based processes to those involved in executive and
organizational functions (see also Dennis et al., 2008). Taken
together, additional recruitment of PFC in older adults may be a
compensatory reaction to normal aging that, if successful, may
attenuate the adverse consequences of normal aging, or a primary
sign of senescence, reﬂecting a decreasing ability to activate the
brain in a selective and task-appropriate manner.
Note that these options are not mutually exclusive but may co-
exist and inﬂuence each other, creating a need for within-subject
experimental and longitudinal designs to disentangle their causal
contributions to the dedifferentiation phenomenon. Interestingly,
a compensation account suggests that older adults rely more on
frontal regions for cognitive processing, but aging itself leads to a
reduction in frontal resources. Emerging evidence from the
working memory literature may help to resolve this paradox.
Several studies (Mattay et al., 2006; Reuter-Lorenz and Cappell,
2008) suggest that older adults may recruit more neural resources
to achieve computational output equivalent to that of older adults,
and this compensatory activation may be effective at lower levels
of task demand. However, as demand increases, a resource ceiling
is reached in older adults, leading to frontal underactivation and
impaired performance. Therefore, an important next step is to
delineate the relative merits of the two accounts by examining
functional activation and connectivity within individuals, taking a
closer look at the contribution of inter- and intra-individual
differences in performance in relation to varying task difﬁculty
(e.g., Mattay et al., 2006), task instruction, and training (e.g.,
Erickson et al., 2007).
Interestingly, the ﬁndings of dedifferentiation in aging stand in
contrast to child neuroimaging studies that suggest child devel-
opment is accompanied by changes towards more differentiated
patterns of brain activation, including enhanced activation in
critical regions, attenuation in others, as well as shifts in
lateralization (e.g., Durston et al., 2006; Mu¨ller et al., 2009). These
changes can be described as resulting inmore focal and less diffuse
brain activation as children grow into adulthood, such that the
activation patterns seen during one type of cognitive task show
less overlap with the pattern of neural activationwhen performing
a different task. These ﬁndings ﬁt quite well with an interactive
specialization framework (Johnson, 2001; Schaie, 1965; Werner,
1957). In this sense, during development, processing pathways go
through an experience-dependent process of ﬁne-tuning such that
speciﬁc regions become increasingly specialized. With develop-
ment, pathways that function partially at early stages shape
subsequent changes, leading to reﬁnements in interactions within
functional neural circuitries.
Taken together, an interesting line of future research is to
compare and contrast the structure and function of neural
reorganization across the lifespan. In this light, mixed-block,
event-related functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI)
designs (Donaldson et al., 2001) may be used to isolate block-
related, sustained neural activities from trial-related, transient
ones across age groups as these processes may follow different
patterns for different age groups. For children, starting frommiddle
childhood, development in episodic memorymay be characterized
by (1) increases in transient recruitment of task-relevant PFC
neural resources (e.g., ventrolateral PFC for semantic elaboration)
that signify increases in engagement of effective encoding at the
trial level; (2) reductions in transient nonselective recruitment of
frontal neural resources that signify specialization of neural
processes and/or lower cognitive demand; and (3) increases in
sustained PFC neural activity that signify an increased ability to
sustain attention over time. On the other hand, the aging memory
system may undergo changes characterized by (1) a decreased
transient engagement of the hippocampus; (2) an increased
transient recruitment of frontal neural resources that are
tangential to task requirements but support semantic processes;
and (3) a decline in sustained activity in PFC signifying age-related
deﬁcits in sustained attention (Dennis et al., 2007).
5.2. Retrieval differences in children and older adults
Processes engaged during remembering can be conceptualized
in two classes. The ﬁrst class is associated with top-down strategic
processes engaged during the search for the appropriate informa-
tion, whereas the second is associated with the representation of
the reconstructed memory content. Frontal regions may interact
with posterior regions, such as the parietal cortex andMTL, thereby
providing top-down control for the reconstruction of retrieval
content (e.g., Rugg and Wilding, 2000; Wheeler and Buckner,
2003). As discussed above, these interactions map nicely onto the
strategic–associative distinction.
The efﬁciency and nature of retrieval operations change
markedly with age. During childhood, the development of efﬁcient
retrieval processes continuously increases from4 to 12 years of age
(Schneider and Pressley, 1997). The spontaneous use of simple
retrieval strategies (e.g., use of external associative cues) can
already be observed in the kindergarten years. The use of more
complex retrieval strategies, including reorganization of stored
information and monitoring of retrieval, emerge only in middle
childhood to adolescent years (Schneider and Pressley, 1997). This
evidence, coupled with studies indicating protracted development
of recollection in children, suggests that the neural mechanisms
underlying developmental progression of retrieval may more
strongly relate to the control operations of PFC and/or a more
efﬁcient connection between PFC and MTL regions. These
conjectures remain to by tested empirically.
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At the other end of the lifespan, older adults have been shown to
experience greater difﬁculties in monitoring the retrieval of newly
learned information than younger adults (e.g., Souchay and
Isingrini, 2004). In the study by Shing et al. (2008), older adults
persisted in committing higher rates of false-alarm errors than any
of the other three age groups, including children. Most interest-
ingly, older adults also associated these false alarms with the
subjective feeling of high conﬁdence, and their disproportionate
tendency to commit these errors with high conﬁdence was
resilient against instruction and extensive practice of encoding
strategies (Shing et al., 2009). Dodson et al. (2007) suggest that
older adults’ high-conﬁdence errors may arise from their
susceptibility to erroneously associate features from separate
events, so that associations based on miscombined features
become subjectively indistinguishable from associations based
on correctly combined features. It remains to be elucidated towhat
extent the erroneous association is formed at encoding and/or
retrieval.
The above evidence seems to suggest that the manifestation of
age differences in retrieval may be more variable among older
adults than among children. Given that the two-component
framework posits declines in both the strategic and associative
componentswith age, it is conceivable that the sources of variation
in aging are more numerous and diverse. Lesion and functional
neuroimaging studies have associated recollection with the
hippocampus (e.g., Yonelinas, 2002), which shows substantial
and accelerated atrophy in adulthood and old age. Linking
behavioral and neural evidence, functional neuroimaging studies
have associated older adults’ recollection deﬁcits with reduction in
hippocampal and ventral parietal cortex activity (see Cabeza et al.,
2008). At the same time, Daselaar et al. (2006) observed an
enhanced rhinal activation in older adults that was coupled with
an increase in connectivity within a rhinal-frontal network,
suggesting a top-down bias. In this context, it is worth noting
that volume losses in entorhinal cortex differ reliably across
individuals (Raz et al., 2005) and predict individual differences in
ﬂuid intelligence (Raz et al., 2008). Taken together, hippocampal
deﬁcit in aging, coupled with a frontally modulated greater
reliance on familiarity signals from rhinal cortex, may account for
aging-related differences in retrieval processes. In sum, it appears
that the neural organization of memory retrieval differs widely
between children and older adults. The framework of strategic and
associative components may serve as a theoretical orientation that
guides future research to disentangle the differences in retrieval
mechanisms across the lifespan.
5.3. The missing link between encoding and retrieval: consolidation
across the lifespan
At this point, it is imperative to point out that although in the
current framework we focus on encoding and retrieval processes
for newly acquired information, lifespan differences in remote
memory and the closely linked issue of consolidation also deserve
consideration, as the formation of new memory episodes
inevitably implies interactions between incoming information
and the stored past experiences of an individual.
In this light, the mechanisms that drive memory formation and
consolidation may differ profoundly between children and older
adults. Relative to children, older adults have acquired extensive
semantic and rich autobiographical knowledge in the course of
their lives. Therefore, it is conceivable that older adults are more
likely to process new information in connection to existing
representations. On the other hand, children’s encoding of new
information may rely heavily on the creation of representations
that carry a strong novelty value and may be less readily to be
blended with retrieved past experiences.
According to the standard view, system level consolidation of
novel information is heavily dependent on hippocampal mechan-
isms. By contrast, access to remotely acquired (and presumably
consolidated) memory traces engages neocortical regions, includ-
ing ventro-medial prefrontal regions (e.g., Dudai, 2004; Takashima
et al., 2006). Based on the two-component framework, it is
tempting to speculate that age-related changes in MTL-PFC
connectivity across life period may affect memory consolidation.
Accordingly, a testable hypothesis would be that the shift in fMRI
activation patterns from decreasing hippocampal activation to
enhanced activation in ventro-medial PFC during consolidation
(e.g., Takashima et al., 2006) may occur earlier with increasing age.
Particularly in older adults, recently acquired memory traces may
become independent of the hippocampus too quickly, as they are
more easily integrated in an existing knowledge network or
schema (see Fernandez and Tendolkar, 2009). A suggestion that
seems reconcilable with the observed pattern of enhanced
prefrontal and reduced hippocampal activations in older adults
at retrieval (e.g., Daselaar et al., 2006). However, the fast
integration and consolidation may hinder the detailed relational
processing ofmemory contents, whichmay be a reason for reduced
vividness of memory in older adults.
Studies of autobiographical memory, as a form of remote
memory, can also be informative of memory consolidation.
Remembering autobiographical memories is a complex recon-
structive process consisting of episodic and semantic contents
(Rubin, 2006), and this interplay may differ for both ends of the
lifespan. The role of the hippocampus in retrieval of autobio-
graphical memory is an issue that remains to be resolved. The
involvement of the strategic component, on the other hand, is
clearly evident in searching, monitoring, and self-referential
processes of autobiographical memory. For older adults, the recall
of remote autobiographical memory likely involves more semantic
or script-like components than episodic details (see Cabeza and St.
Jacques, 2007). It remains an open question to what degree this
shift reﬂects a direct consequence of aging-related deterioration in
hippocampus, an effect of remoteness of old memory, or a
combination of both factors. For children, on the other hand, the
strengthening of PFC-MTL connectivity may allow for increasingly
effective and efﬁcient consolidation across development. There-
fore, not only more memories are stored, the traces may include
richer features that are personally relevant. By building upon these
higher quality episodic instances, autobiographical memory may
develop through the gradual formation of schema and awareness
about one’s self (Bauer, 2006).
Taken together, the integration of system level consolidation
and the expansion into the domain of autobiographical memory
are necessary and potentially fruitful avenues towards the
reﬁnement of the two-component framework.
6. Closing remarks
In this article, we have proposed a two-component framework
of episodic memory that is guided by the theoretical propositions
of lifespan developmental theory (cf. Baltes et al., 2006a;
Lindenberger et al., 2006). According to the framework, children’s
difﬁculties in episodic memory primarily originate from low
levels of strategic involvement, and reﬂect the protracted
development of the PFC. Deﬁcits in episodicmemory performance
among older adults, on the other hand, originate from impair-
ments in both strategic and associative components, reﬂecting
senescent changes in the PFC and the MTL. Initial behavioral and
neural evidence, as reviewed above, support the conjectures of
this framework.
The complex nature of cognitive development and aging
projects a need for theoretical construction and methodological
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innovation crossing neural and behavioral levels of analysis.
Lifespan theory posits that the study of ontogeny requires the
consideration of commonalities, individual differences, and
intraindividual plasticity in development. As an outlook, it would
be highly desirable to implement neuroimaging designs in the
context of longitudinal studies that enable comparisons of brain
activity in different age groups during learning and remembering,
so that both individual differences and the developmental
functions of the neural reorganization of behavior can be
discerned. We hope that the distinction between associative
and strategic components will provide a useful conceptual
framework in this endeavor.
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